
We’ve always suspected crystals hold special 
powers and whether you feel it or not, this is 
the ultimate upgrade on the classic anal plug: 
smooth curvy design and a stylishly luxurious 
material. Great to look at, and even greater to 
explore with. 

Why did we choose to work with stones? 
Because we believe their natural vibrations 
are a fantastic way of promoting well-being 
by releasing tensions and balancing the body’s 
energy flows. This specific design is an especially 
precious tool to stimulate and strengthen the 
root chakra.

Pink quartz is a soothing crystal, a precious 
source of emotional support capable of healing 
emotions, soothing heartache and banishing 
negative feelings such as fear, anger or resent-
ment.

Jade is a purifying crystal chosen for protection 
and balance. 

Your wellbeing comes first. The crystals we 
choose were especially studied for internal use. 
Being non-porous means they are completely 
safe and especially suitable for anal play.

Every single toy is unique in its design and 
undergoes a thorough quality control process 
to ensure smoothness and integrity. The unique 
nature of each stone means there might be slight 
variations in shape and colour.

I. BEFORE

No charging involved and all ready to use!

However we recommend you always do a 
routine check before you use your toy. Being 
crafted from crystal means this toy is very special 
and a little fragile. And while every single toy 
goes through a thorough quality control process 
to ensure the integrity and smoothness of the 
stone, you should make sure everything is in 
order before you start playing with it. 

If you notice any abnormality or flaw, please 
contact us at info@yspot.co.

II. DURING

Getting turned on? 

This one doesn’t come with any buttons but 
you might want to take a couple of things into 
consideration.

Such as temperature: crystal might feel colder 
than silicone toys so you might want to slightly 
warm it in your hands or allow for a few seconds 
for it to adapt to your body temperature upon 
insertion.

Speaking of insertion, the shape was especially 
studied for your anal cavity. However, you should 
only ever insert it from the narrow tip and always 
keep the rounded base on the outside.

Unlike silicone-based toys, you can use your 
crystal toy with a variety of lubricants, whether 
your go-to water-based formula or an oil-based 
alternative.

All done? 

Simply pull it from the base and make sure not to 
drop it! (It’s precious, delicate and might break.)

III. AFTER

How to care for your toy? 

It only takes two simple things:
It only takes two simple things: 
- water (just don’t boil it and avoid submerging 
it completely) 
- anti-bacterial soap (generic or specifically 
designed for toys)

Put it away till next time with the love and 
attention it deserves, away from extreme heat or 
cold, light and humidity.

DISPOSAL INFORMATION

Crystals are a unique and precious material. If 
for some reason you wish to dispose of yours, 
please do so mindfully by burying it in the 
ground or returning it to nature - just don’t put it 
in the trash.

Disclaimer:
Users of this product do so at their own risk. 
Neither Yspot nor its retailers assume
any responsibility or liability for the use of this 
product. 

Made in ChinaHi, I’m
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